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Phobya Shroud &
Decoupling 180mm (7mm

Thickness)

$8.95

Product Images

Short Description

A combined product which reduces noise emission and improves the cooling performance in one! Phobya once again introduces
an innovative product. Both watercooling systems as well as air-coolers can improve the cooling and overall performance with this
product: It's ''Fear it!'' for heat and noise!

Description

A combined product which reduces noise emission and improves the cooling performance in one!

Phobya once again introduces an innovative product. Both watercooling systems as well as air-coolers can improve the cooling
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and overall performance with this product: It's ''Fear it!'' for heat and noise!

Features

Cooling performance:
This shroud improves the cooing performance of your fan/radiator combination. Mounted between fan and radiator this shroud
allows more even distribution of Airflow which allows a more efficient utilization of the radiator's fin surface. If mounted directly
onto radiator a deadspot between the fan motor is developed which reduces the performance. Even multiple of the shrouds can be
stacked with longer screws to further increase efficiency and performance. The used material ensures a better seal between fan
and radiator which also helps to direct all of the Airflow through the cooling fins.

Noise:
The material, hard rubber with a thickness of7mm, decouples the fan from the radiator. This mounting method is a must especially
with fast fans as the emitted vibrations might otherwise cause the whole case to vibrate noisily.

Specifications

Material: Hard rubber
Colour: Black
Designed for 180mm fans
Wall thickness: 7mm
Hole size: 5mm

Extent of delivery:
1x Phobya Shroud & decoupling 180mm (7mm thick)

Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-38260-D

Weight 0.2000

Color Black

Radiator Size 180mm

Radiator Accessory Type Shroud

Material Rubber
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